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The great aim of education is 
not knowledge but action. 

                   - Herbert Spencer



KINDERGARTEN
NURSERY

JR.KG & SR.KG



NURSERY

THEME – WINGS WISDOM
Birds are exceptional animals with particular 
characteristics that are common among them. 
For instance, they all have feathers, wings, 
and two legs. Similarly, all birds lay eggs and 
are warm-blooded. They are very essential 
for our environment and exist in different 
breeds. There are different types of birds 
they are crow, pelican, hen, cock, sparrow, 
penguin, peacock, crane, ostrich, emu, turkey, 
parrot, hummingbird, nightingale, penguin, and 
so on.



PROJECT DAY - 05.01.24 & 06.01.24

Project days are an important part of children's 
education as it brings out the talents in children. 
Children were given topics based on Montessori Toys.  
Few children were given models and others charts 
based on the topics. Children presented their models 
and explained them to the parents, other school 
teachers, coordinators, Principal, and chief guest. 
They were so excited and called other guests to play 
and listen to their work. They enjoyed it as they felt 
proud presenting their work before parents. A few 
children danced to a song based on the topic. They 
enjoyed and performed enthusiastically.



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

KEEP THE FEATHER AFLOAT – 09.01.24

Feather afloat activity is a great way for children 
to learn about how to blow the feather and it 
promotes development through playful interaction 
with touch, muscle strength, hand and eye 
coordination, etc…



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
HEALTHY EYE CARE HABITS – 10.01.24

A child's eye health is important for several 
reasons. First, good vision is essential for learning. 
Children who can see well are more likely to do well 
in school and less likely to experience problems 
later in life. Children learned how to take care of 
their eyes and healthy food that protects vision. 
An AV was showed to them on measures to be 
taken to protect their eye sight. 



ART AND CRAFT - MOBILES 

Owl / Penguin – 10.01.24
This activity helps the children to explore and 
express their emotions and gives a sense of 
achievement. Based on the theme " Wings wisdom” 
girls made “Owl” and boys did “Penguin“ mobile. 
They enjoyed by  sticking those birds nose.  It 
made the children more imaginative and creative 
and also helped them to develop fine motor skills.



PONGAL CELEBRATION - 11.01.24
Pongal is a harvest festival celebrated by the Tamil 
community. It is a celebration to thank the Sun, 
Mother Nature and the various farm animals that help 
to contribute to a bountiful harvest. Pongal 
Celebrated over four days,  Pongal    also marks the 
beginning of the Tamil month called Thai, which is 
considered an auspicious month. It usually falls on the 
14th or 15th of January each year. Children learnt 
the importance and types of Pongal and they enjoyed 
dance performed by their friends and speech done by 
JRKG and SRKG. With the help of teachers children 
did art and craft as Sugarcane as take-home 
activity.



ART AND CRAFT - DRAWING  

BUTTERFLY – 19.01.24

Art and Craft are effective communicators and 
through the creative arts, children learn to make 
meaning and freely express their thoughts, ideas, 
and feelings. Drawing also acts as a powerful way 
for caregivers to understand them. Children drew 
the image of a butterfly in their drawing book, this 
improves hand and eye coordination and fine motor 
skills.



SPECIAL EVENT
FEATHERED FRIEND’S DAY – 22.01.2024 

Feathered Friendly Day includes nature around the 
world. Children enjoyed the AV time by watching all 
types of birds’ name and their sounds. They enjoyed 
the puppet show story -  “The Thirsty Crow “.  
Children learned to do the bird feeder and how to 
feed the birds with a bird feeder.  Children enjoyed 
the story time session “ The ant and the dove“. 
With the help of teachers, children did the take-
home activity in arts and crafts as a butterfly.



GROUP ACTIVITY – 22.01.2024

Collage of flying things 
Children learn from each other and function by 
watching others as role models. They also learn how 
to be a part of a team and therefore develop social 
skills. Teamwork promotes problem-solving to achieve 
a common goal. Based on the theme children did the 
arts and crafts activity as a “Collage of flying 
things”. This improves hand and eye coordination 
teamwork, social skills, etc.



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

BODY BALANCE GAME – 23.01.2024

Balance allows children to control and manage their 
bodies. Children are often seen to be running, making 
fast movements, and having stumbles and falls. When 
children are encouraged to slow down they begin 
focusing on controlled movements. These controlled 
movements require concentration. 



NO PLASTIC PROJECT – 23.01.2024

Plastics is one of the most prevalent causes of 
pollution including environmental as well as water 
pollution. It has a devastating impact on oceans, sea 
animals, and hydrophytes. Children learned the causes 
of plastic for sea animals and all creatures in the 
world and also they learned not to use plastic.



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION  

24.01.2024
Republic Day of India is celebrated on January 26th to 
mark the day when the Constitution of India came into 
effect. Children understand the importance of Republic 
Day and they watched AV regarding the Indian 
National Flag and some of the country’s National Flag. 
All children sang the group song as Vanil parakkum 
desiya kodiyai. With the help of teachers, children did 
the take-home activity as a Tricolour kite.



SHOW AND TELL
Wings Wisdom – 29.01.2024

Based on the theme “Wings Wisdom” different topics 
were given to each child. This helps the children to 
build effective communication and listening skills that 
are essential for a young child’s learning and also 
encourages emotional development in a child.



JR.KG

THEME – NATURE’S SPELL
When playing outdoors, a child might dig a hole, 
watch insects crawl, or stir up a soup puddle – 
all activities that necessitate slowing down and 
focusing more mindfully on the world around 
them. Some call it ‘soft fascination’ – a manner 
of observing and experiencing the world that 
doesn’t cause the fatigue of a hectic urban 
environment. Based on these children of junior 
kg were taught to learn about seasons, weather 
conditions, dressing, and food during these 
times.



PROJECT DAY - 05.01.24 & 06.01.24

INDIGENOUS INDOOR GAMES

Project days are an important part of 
children’s education as it brings out 
the talents in children. Children were 
given topics based on Indigenous 
indoor games of different countries. 
Few children were given models and 
others charts based on the topics. 
Children presented their models and 
explained them to the parents, other 
school teachers, coordinators, 
Principal, and chief guest. They were 
excited and called other guests to 
play and listen to their work. They 
enjoyed it as they felt proud 
presenting their work before parents. 
A few children danced to a song based 
on the topic. They enjoyed and 
performed enthusiastically.



JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

ROLL THE DICE AND STRING THE FLOWER – 10.01.2024

Skill development activities enhance fine and gross 
motor skills. Children learned how to string the paper 
flower using thread. Then they rolled the dice and 
played a Snake and Ladder game. They were able to 
roll the dice and count the spots to move their coins. 
They enjoyed it a lot and played in groups.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



PONGAL CELEBRATION - 11.01.24
Pongal is a harvest festival celebrated by the Tamil 
community. It is a celebration to thank the Sun, 
Mother Nature, and various farm animals. Children 
grandly celebrated the Pongal festival. They came in 
traditional wear and participated in dance 
performances. The Teachers taught them the 
significance of Pongal and why and how it's 
celebrated. Children also learned the importance of 
farmers. They decorated a Pongal pot craft as a 
take-home.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT 
DRAWING  

RAINBOW AND CLOUDS – 18.01.24

Drawing enhances eye-hand coordination and 
increases children’s attention span.  The teacher 
drew a cloud and rainbow image on the board. 
Children copied the same in their drawing books. 
They were able to say the seven colors and how a 
rainbow occurs.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT  
MOBILES 

Rainbow Clouds / Scarecrow – 19.01.24

Mobiles revise the theme in children’s thoughts. They 
see them daily and learn new things about the theme. 
Children made cloud rainbows and scarecrows as 
mobiles. They stuck the rainbow-colored papers and 
decorated the scarecrow. Children enjoyed and were 
able to identify the different colors.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



GROUP ACTIVITY – 22.01.2024 
Nature’s Spell theme is very common to children as 
it explains about weather and climate. Children daily 
sing rhymes on weather and climate, so it was easy 
for them to identify the seasons. In group activity, 
children identified the different seasons of leaves 
and vegetables. The teacher instructed and directed 
them to do the season’s scene poster. Children 
enjoyed the arts and crafts work.

JR.KG - A





JR.KG - C



NO PLASTIC PROJECT – 22.01.2024

In the No Plastic session, children learned about 
the effects of single-use plastics like food 
packaging boxes, carry bags, single-use plastic 
cups, spoons, forks, Bread tags, and straws. 
Children learnt how they affect our environment and 
how to dispose of these plastic items. Different 
single-use plastics were shown and were explained 
to the children how to avoid these items. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SPECIAL EVENT
FOLIAGE FROLIC DAY – 23.01.2024 

Foliage Frolic Day is celebrated during Autumn 
season. It explains the importance of Fall season as 
it paves the way for monsoon. Teacher gave a brief 
introduction about Foliage Frolic Day. Children 
performed a dance for season song. Few other 
children dressed up in seasons costume and made a 
season parade. Children loved the flower headgear 
craft which they made for take home. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
HAND HYGIENE AND ORAL HYGIENE – 23.01.24

In the Personality development session children 
learnt about the importance of hand and oral 
hygiene. Children learnt how and when their hands 
should be washed. They also learn how to maintain 
oral hygiene by learning the brushing techniques 
with a teeth model and the importance of eating 
healthy food for healthy teeth. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION - 

24.01.2024
One of the national festivals is Republic Day. 
Children get excited when they sing patriotic songs 
or dance to patriotic songs. Participating children on 
this day wore white dresses with national flags. One 
of the children in the class participated in role-play. 
She performed as Mahakavi Bharathiyar. She 
introduced herself and sang Achamillai, achamillai. .. 
All the children did a tricolor badge as a take-home 
craft.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT 
SCRAPBOOK  – 29.01.24

Arts and crafts provide a fun and interactive way for 
children to practice things like their fine motor skills 
and their problem-solving capabilities. In a scrapbook, 
children made a snowman and decorated it with a 
colorful nose, hat, and scarf. The children enjoyed 
the activity. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SHOW AND TELL
Nature’s Spell – 30.01.2024

Acquiring language is a huge part of Show and 
Tell. Through sharing, preschoolers are allowed 
to use adjectives, and story-telling techniques to 
explain concepts to their friends. Children 
participated in the show and tell events and 
spoke on various topics like Seasons, Rainbow, 
Forest, Mountains, and butterflies based on 
their Theme “Nature’s Spell”. During the 
presentation, children were excited to show the 
chart work and crafts related to their topics. 
The Teacher gave topics to children based on 
the theme of Nature’s Spell. Children made 
charts and spoke about their topics.  Children 
spoke about seasons, rainbows, landscapes and 
precautions to be taken during seasons. It was 
an informative program. Children learn to listen 
to others’ topics and appreciate others’ topics.  
This way they improve their listening skills and 
social skills.



JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



BUNNY PROGRAMME
CATCH THE RABBIT – 30.01.24

The bunny program helps children to enhance their 
social skills, confidence, and motor skills. In the 
bunny event, children participated in a bunny catch 
game. This game improves focus and body 
coordination.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



GENERAL CLASS 
Identify different Seasonal wear  – 31.01.2024

Group class encourages interest, enhance teamwork, 
cultivates social skills, and enhance learning in 
children. In a group class, different seasonal wears 
were displayed and the children were asked to 
identify different seasonal wear like sweaters, jerkin, 
scarves, raincoats, goggles, and many more. This 
activity helped the children understand different 
seasons and different seasonal wear. 

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - C



SR.KG – A
WEATHER WALK 

The theme Weather Walk introduced to Sr.KG children 

gave them an insight of the climatic changes and 

weather changes throughout the year. Weather includes 

the   temperature, wind strength, rain, sun, cloud etc. 

The weather can change regularly and is different in 

different seasons. Thus, the change in atmosphere is 

known as weather.

The weather keeps changing daily and even from hour 

to hour. In addition, noticing, savouring and looking 

forward to the seasonal changes brings calmness, 

contentment and gratitude which can benefit our mental 

wellbeing.

•"In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks." –
•                                                                                                 John Muir



SR.KG 
WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG -Project Day-05.01.2024/06.01.2024

TOY BASED PEDAGOGY
Topic:Indigeneous outdoor games

Project days are an important part in children education as it

gives out the talents in children. Children were given topics

based on Indigenous outdoor games of different countries.

Few children were given models and others charts based on

the topics. Children presented their models and explained to

the parents, other school teachers, coordinators and Principal

and chief guest. They were so excited and called other guests

to play and listen to their work. They enjoyed the project

with they parents.



SR.KG 
WEATHER WALK 

Based on the toy pedagogy outdoor game project 

day was organised. The children were given topics 

based on the outdoor games, as per the topics they 

spoke and displayed their models. Few children 

were in the activity room and few children were in 

the culturals. The project day was very 

informative and the learning outcome was 

excellent. The parents support was awesome.

SR.KG -Project Day-05.01.2024/06.01.2024
Topic:Indigeneous outdoor games



WEATHER WALK 

Based on the topic weather walk, the children 

were made to draw an umbrella. Representing 

the rainy weather. As per the instruction the 

children drew the umbrella. They showed their 

enthusiasm and focus in drawing a perfect 

umbrella

SR.KG-A 



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

TOPIC: DRAWING AN UMBRELLA



WEATHER WALK 

Pongal is a multi-day Hindu harvest festival celebrated by 
Tamils. It is observed in the month of Thai according to the 
Tamil solar calendar and usually falls on 14 or 15 January 
and hence is also refered to as Thai Pongal. Children  
dance, speech about the Pongal. Children enjoyed  the 
celebration . children did the craft work as sugarcane

SR.KG-A 

CELEBRATION:PONGAL



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

CELEBRATION:PONGAL



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

MOBILE: Rainbow clouds and snow man

Based on the theme Weather Walk craft work of 

rainbow clouds and snow man was made by the 

children. The details of rainbow and snowman 

was explained to the children. They enjoyed the 

session.

ARTS AND CRAFT



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

MOBILE:Rainbow clouds and snow man

ARTS AND CRAFT



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-A 

TOPIC:FOUR SEASONS

GROUP ACTIVITY

Based on the theme Weather Walk The group activity 
was about making a collage of FOUR SEASONS. Each 
table had each season, the children enjoyed the 
session. The children made crayon shaving and 
pasted on the drawing of four season. The benefit of 
th activity was the children were more forced on 
framing the collage



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

TOPIC: SEASONAL FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

GROUP ACTIVITY

Based on the theme Weather Walk The group activity 
was about making a collage of seasonal fruits and 
vegetables. Each table had each season, the children 
enjoyed the session and they also understood the 
concept of seasonal fruits and vegetables and their 
goodness and benefits.



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: DOUGH MODELLING AND SPIN A STORY 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Wheat dough was given to the children and they 
were asked to do a model based on their creativity. 
They formed an alphabet, snake, butterfly , flower 
and so on. They enjoyed playing with the dough. 
Spinning a story the children story  like lion and 
mouse, cap seller, foolish monkey and few built their 
own story. The session helped them to build their 
confidence level and also helped them in vocabulary.



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

TOPIC: DOUGH MODELLING AND SPIN A STORY 

Based on the theme Weather Walk The group activity 
was about making a collage of seasonal fruits and 
vegetables. Each table had each season, the children 
enjoyed the session and they also understood the 
concept of seasonal fruits and vegetables and their 
goodness and benefits.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: SEASONAL FESTIVITY DAY 

SPECIAL EVENT

Based on the spring season, people around the 
country celebrate spring season. It is the season of 
beauty. Spring is called the queen of season. The 
children represented the seasonal food, games and 
festival. Assam’s Bihu festival dance was performed 
by the children. The food fruit and vegetables we get 
during the spring season was presented by the 
children.



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-B 

TOPIC: SEASONAL FESTIVITY DAY 

SPECIAL EVENT



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: REBUPLIC DAY

CELEBRATION 

Republic Day is the day when India marks and celebrates 
the date on which the Constitution of India came into 
effect on 26 January 1950. Though India became a free 
nation on August 15, 1947, it declared itself a Sovereign, 
Democratic and Republic state with the adoption of the 
Constitution on January 26, 1950. Nursery JR KG and SR KG 
performed a dance show, character speech and ramp walk. 
A tricolour flower craft was made by the children and was 
given as take home



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-B

TOPIC: REBUPLIC DAY

CELEBRATION 



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: AUTUMN SEASON 

ART AND CRAFT – SCRAP BOOK

Based on the theme Weather Walk – the scrap book 
activity was to create autumn season by sticking the bark 
and branches of the tree and print the finger impression of 
falling leaves orange and brown.



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG - B

TOPIC: AUTUMN SEASON 

ART AND CRAFT – SCRAP BOOK

.



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: RIGHT WAY OF BREATHING

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Right breathing is the proper exercise. The children were 
given practice to breath in and out in correct timing.  
Proper way of breathing  gives the proper functioning of 
the lungs. The children were insisted to place their hands 
on their chest and stomach when they were having  the  
breathing exercise. 



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG - B

TOPIC: RIGHT WAY OF BREATHING

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: THEME WEATHER WALK

GENERAL CLASS 

The theme for the month Weather Walk was discussed 
with the children. To make sure they have understood the 
topic and the content of the theme. Many questions were 
raised to the children, they answered to all the questions 
and they made the session a successful event. 



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG - B

TOPIC: THEME – WEATHER WALK

GENERAL CLASS



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: HOW TO REPLACE THE PLASTIC

SAY NO TO PLASTIC

The plastic is made up of toxic chemicals. Few plastics can 
be reused but most of the plastic after use be reused for 
many craft purpose like pen stand planters and many 
decorative items. But to eradicate plastic we should 
replace it by using steel or ceramic products. This 
information was insisted to the children. The session was 
very informative to the children.  



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG - B

TOPIC: HOW TO REPLACE THE PLASTIC

SAY NO TO PLASTIC



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: THEME WEATHER WALK

SHOW AND TELL

Based on the theme weather walk, topics were selected 
and each child was given a topic to speak. The children 
performed well with correct properties. This session of 
show and tell improves the vocabulary and the confidence 
level of the child. 
  



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG - B 

TOPIC: THEME WEATHER WALK

SHOW AND TELL



WEATHER WALK 
SR.KG-A 

TOPIC: CATCH THE BUNNY

BUNNY

Based on the activity the bunnies have to go and touch 
the other bunnies. They should try to escape their touch 
from the other bunnies. The game was very energetic. The 
children enjoyed the game.
  



WEATHER WALK 

SR.KG - B 

TOPIC: CATCH THE BUNNY

BUNNY



SPECIAL
EVENTS



PROJECT DAY 



The theme for Kindergarten to Class 2 was Toy Pedagogy, 

Children displayed how to learn through hands-on and play 

activities for their holistic development, which included different 

skills like cognitive, sensory, literacy, motor, social and 

emotional. One could witness the increase in the difficulty level of 

the toys and activities demonstrating the effective way of 

developing 21st-century skills such as creative and critical 

thinking, reasoning, problem-solving, communication, and 

adaptability. Some of the games on display were ancient games, 

button letter, word formation, Tangram, Montessori Toys, peg and 

hammer, all mathematical formations and science concepts. Some 

of the adults reminiscenced about their childhood as the games 

brought back nostalgic memories. On show were also activity 

based worksheets based on the projects.

The theme for classes 3 to 5 was Higher-Order Thinking skills 

(HOTS) which represented a cognitive ability beyond basic recall 

and comprehension, focusing on critical analysis, synthesis, and 

the evaluation of information. The projects brought forward the 

capacity of students to analyze complex concepts, solve problems 

creatively, make informed decisions, and engage in reflective 

thinking. Their topics which included Cyber safety, Genres in 

stories, poetic devices, impact of colour on food, math in nature 

and music, disaster management planning in India among others, 

signified that the students developed intellectual curiosity and had 

a deeper understanding of subject matter, encouraging learners to 

apply knowledge in novel situations. 



Class 6 to 8 showcased Skill Based Modules on Technology, 

Baking, Travel & Tourism, First Aid & Handicrafts. They 

envisaged a dynamic and hands-on learning approach aimed at 

equipping individuals with practical, applicable abilities essential 

for personal development and professional success. The students 

unveiled their problem-solving capabilities, fostering creativity, 

effective communication, and teamwork. They emphasized that 

knowledge of first aid is of great importance in saving lives and 

exhibited the working of an defibrillator, and demonstrated 

emergency procedures in case of a fracture, seizure or epilepsy. 

Baking, which kindles the imagination of youngsters,  was included 

in their project by elucidating baking as science, business safety, 

innovative baking devices, and hygiene in baking. Technology was 

represented by e-commerce app, social media management and 

marketing. It was a sector for not only the mastery of a particular 

skill but also its relevance to career pathways and the broader 

spectrum of lifelong learning. Travel and Tourism had models of 

various famous tourist spots worldwide. The students talked about 

different types of tourism, planning travel and travel agencies. 

The conclusion of G 20 Summit in Delhi inspired Classes 9 & 11 to 

investigate the theme thoroughly. They delved deeply and 

exemplified the aims, objectives, evolution and the purpose behind 

the origin of G20. They even explained about each of the countries 

that make up the group. Of the various goals discussed during the 

summit, students had traversed on Education, Transport, 

Communication, Digital Innovation, Collaboration of Space 

Research, Human rights, Inclusiveness and Climate Mitigation 

Strategies.



Students could engage in research projects exploring the 

economic policies and positions of G-20 member countries, 

analyze the impact of G-20 decisions on global issues such as 

climate change and trade, and even simulate a G-20 summit 

where they represent different countries and negotiate on pressing 

global matters. Additionally, educators can integrate G-20 themes 

into subjects like economics, geography, and political science, 

fostering a deeper understanding of international relations and the 

interconnectedness of the global economy. Through this project, 

students not only gained insights into the workings of 

international organizations but also developed critical thinking, 

research, and presentation skills essential for informed global 

citizenship.A cultural event was held for the visitors, to give an 

introduction of the theme in the form of dances, science 

experiments, song, role play and villu pattu.Each class decorated 

their rooms, the corridors, the doors, ceilings (with classroom 

mobiles) on their chosen themes. The walls were filled with charts 

prepared by the students on informative sub topics of the chosen 

theme. The main attractions were the door charts and the centre 

piece. On display were also worksheets made by students.Parents 

and visitors keenly interacted with students who exuded 

confidence while explaining to them about the various projects 

and activities that were on display.It was a mass participation with 

working and static models based on their respective themes. 

Every single inch of space in the class room was utilized by the 

students and teachers. The entire bonanza was a treat to our eyes, 

which simulated our brains. The visitors would have garnered 

some information from the eager students.This was a perfect 

example of inspiration and igniting minds to explore the world.



















IDHU ENGA AREA PONGAL 



People were able to relive their childhood memories, by  playing 

parampariya games like aadu puli attam, paramapadam, dhayam, 

paandi. Also on show were puppet show and magic show much 

to the jubilation of youngsters. The visitors could try out 

working with beads, stringing flowers and basket making. 

Women and children could adorn their palms with pretty 

mehndi. While everyone could feast their eyes on our colourful 

culture, they could also experience different authentic flavours 

on plate in the form of millet laddoos, tender coconut payasam, 

puttu, idiyappam, vadas, sundals, etc. Arousing curiosity and 

luring inquisitive patrons.were jakkamma josiyam and kili 

josiyam. Standing shoulder to shoulder with traditional dances, 

stalls, rides and games, were the competitions with 

overwhelming response, which featured  pachai kuthirai, sack 

race, lemon-spoon race, tyre race, eating sugar cane and bajji, 

pambara and tug of war.. 'Uri Adi' had the audience cheering 

each and every participant.The selfie corner had the visitors 

imprint their beautiful memorie.On the whole it was a joyous 

occasion celebrating the harvest festival together as a school 

community. Time well spent.
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THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 1&2



NEW YEAR CELEBRATION 



CLASS 2 B



CLASS 2 B



PONGAL CELEBRATION



CLASS 1 C



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS



CLASS 2 C



CLASS 2 C



CLASS 2 C



INDIAN NEWSPAPER DAY



CLASS 2 D



THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 3 TO 5



NEW YEAR CELEBRATION 



CLASS 4 A



CLASS 4 A



NATIONAL YOUTH DAY 



CLASS 4 B



CLASS 4 B



BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF 

                          SUBASH CHANDRA BOSE 



CLASS 4 C



CLASS 4 C



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS



CLASS 4 D



CLASS 4 D



THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 6 TO 8



WORLD BRAILLE DAY



CLASS 6 B



PONGAL CELEBRATION



CLASS 6 C



NATIONAL YOUTH DAY 



CLASS 7 A



INTRA 
COMPETITION

WINNERS



CLASS I A

TOPIC: MAKING A PONGAL GREETING CARD

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- DHIKSHA JANAVI

2.  SECOND PLACE- RIYA CHARLOTTE 

3.  THIRD PLACE-  KRISH





CLASS I B

TOPIC: MAKING A PONGAL GREETING CARD

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- RITWIKA

2.  SECOND PLACE- RIYA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  DIYA SREEJITH





CLASS I C

TOPIC: MAKING A PONGAL GREETING CARD

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- ADVIK SRINIVASAN

2.  SECOND PLACE- KRISHIV A

3. THIRD PLACE-  HARIHARAN





CLASS II A

TOPIC: MAKE A COLOURFUL WALL HANGING 
PAPER TORAN

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- LIYANA IGNESHIA

2.  SECOND PLACE- AADHVIK

3. THIRD PLACE-  SAJIV RAJAN





CLASS II B

TOPIC: MAKE A COLOURFUL WALL HANGING 
PAPER TORAN

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- YAZHINI 

2.  SECOND PLACE- RUTHVIKA

3. THIRD PLACE-  PRAGYA





CLASS II C

TOPIC: MAKE A COLOURFUL WALL HANGING 
PAPER TORAN

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- PRAGYA . R

2.  SECOND PLACE- SANA SYLVESTER

3. THIRD PLACE-  SAGANA





CLASS II D

TOPIC: MAKE A COLOURFUL WALL HANGING 
PAPER TORAN

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- ANN THOMAS

2.  SECOND PLACE- MITHRA R.A

3. THIRD PLACE-  SEYON PRAKASH





CLASS III A

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SAJITH ADITYA .R

2.  SECOND PLACE- SANJANA. P

3. THIRD PLACE-  SUGANA SREE. S





CLASS III B

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- JENISHA JOIESTIN

2.  SECOND PLACE- SAIRITHVIK . S . S

3. THIRD PLACE-  ADVITHA K





CLASS III C

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SAM IMMANUEL . J

2.  SECOND PLACE- KANISHKA .M .S

3. THIRD PLACE-  SAINDHAVI .S





CLASS III D

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- VIDULA  . S

2.  SECOND PLACE- YAZHINI . T

3. THIRD PLACE-  SAI DEEKSHA . S





CLASS III E

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- DHANSHEEKA

2.  SECOND PLACE- MADESH 

3. THIRD PLACE-  SATHIVIK RAM





CLASS IV A

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- KOWSHINI

2.  SECOND PLACE- ERIC

3. THIRD PLACE-  KEERTHAN





CLASS IV B

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- POORANI ARAVIND

2.  SECOND PLACE- SYED ANAS . J

3. THIRD PLACE-  HARISH . P





CLASS IV C

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- YAZHINI . S

2.  SECOND PLACE- PRATHIKSHA . B

3. THIRD PLACE-  REEVE





CLASS IV D

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- VAISHNAVI .R.K

2.  SECOND PLACE- LOHITH REDDY

3. THIRD PLACE-  PRAKRITI MADHAVAN





CLASS IV E

TOPIC: MAKE A CREATIVE BULLOCK CART

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- AKHIL SAKTHIRAJ

2.  SECOND PLACE- AISHWARYA

3. THIRD PLACE-  YAKSHITHA . K .S





CLASS V A

TOPIC: POT PAINTING

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- JOAN MRIDHUNA FERNANDO 

2.  SECOND PLACE- SAVITHAA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  AADHYA SUDHAKAR 





CLASS V B

TOPIC: POT PAINTING

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- ARADHANA . S 

2.  SECOND PLACE- AAROHI VERMA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  PRADIKSHA . M 





CLASS V C

TOPIC: POT PAINTING

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SUBITHA

2.  SECOND PLACE- TWISHA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  SASMITHA 





CLASS V D

TOPIC: POT PAINTING

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SHARWIN

2.  SECOND PLACE- YUGAHASHINI 

3. THIRD PLACE-  PRANAV . J





CLASS VI A

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            LEMON WITH SPOON

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- PRANAV . T

2.  SECOND PLACE- KANISHKA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  GARRICK



CLASS VI B

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            LEMON WITH SPOON

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SASHA

2.  SECOND PLACE- SREE AKSHITHA 

3. THIRD PLACE-  PAVANA



CLASS VI C

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            LEMON WITH SPOON

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- SHAYAN

2.  SECOND PLACE- AYUSH KUMAR 

3. THIRD PLACE-  ADITI SRINIVASAN



CLASS VII A

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            SACK RACE

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- ASHRE

2.  SECOND PLACE- SATVIK 

3. THIRD PLACE-  DHILSHA SARASWATHY



CLASS VII B

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            SACK RACE

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE-  GAUTHAM GIRISH

2.  SECOND PLACE- SETHU AADHAVAN

3. THIRD PLACE-  SANAA TAZMEEN



CLASS VII C

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            SACK RACE

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE-  ASWIN

2.  SECOND PLACE- RITHVIK

3. THIRD PLACE-  THARUNI



CLASS VIII A

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            PALLANKUZHI

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE- HASITANJINI , PRAJIN.S.RAJAN

2.  SECOND PLACE- SANDHYA, SHARA

3. THIRD PLACE-  KAVIN RAJ, AKSHAT TARUN



CLASS VIII B

TOPIC: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

                                                            SACK RACE

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE-  JOANNE VARGHASE, AVANTHIKA

2.  SECOND PLACE- SAI HARITH, MISHANTH MARAN

3. THIRD PLACE-  SOMESHWARR, SAI DEVESHWAR



GLIMPSES OF     
INTRA COMPETITION

CLASS VI TO VIII      















SAN 
STARS



Congratulations to Sree Akshitha from Class VI B ,San 

Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing the district level 

winner in the Talent Kids 2023-24.

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Mohammed Affan from Class III A 

,San Academy Kamakoti nagar who won in Under 9 

boys category in stop and play badminton academy .

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Siyona Balamurugan from Class V 

,San Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing the second 

prize in the State Level Silambam Sports Championship 

2023-24.

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Krithik Sai from Class IV A ,San 

Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing the Champion in  

SIP Abacus contest 2023 and also won the cash award .

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Nitish Kumar . S from Class V A 

,San Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing the 

Performer award in  SIP Abacus contest 2023.

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Aishwarys . T from Class IV E ,San 

Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing second place in  

CSSC Inter School Chess Competition 2023-24.

Hearty Congratulations !!
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